Regressive melanoma is a phenomenon characterized by partial or complete replacement of cutaneous melanoma by fibrotic structures as a result of local host immune response. The dermoscopic features include ‘scar-like’ depigmentation that can be described as hypopigmented to pigmented macules, pink macules, linear-irregular vessels, globular vessel pattern, hyperpigmented macular remnants, blue gray ‘peppered’ papular remnants and white transverse bands. Fully regressive melanoma is very rare, and, in majority of cases, the tumor is associated with metastases, so the prognosis is very poor due to this fact. Regressive melanomas are rare since it represents an advance stage of melanoma evolution. Their treatment requires a collaboration between the dermatologist and the oncologist in order to improve the quality of life of the patient and also the survival rate.

Abstract. Regressive melanoma is a phenomenon characterized by partial or complete replacement of cutaneous melanoma by fibrotic structures as a result of local host immune response. The dermoscopic features include ‘scar-like’ depigmentation that can be described as hypopigmented to pigmented macules, pink macules, linear-irregular vessels, globular vessel pattern, hyperpigmented macular remnants, blue gray ‘peppered’ papular remnants and white transverse bands. Fully regressive melanoma is very rare, and, in majority of cases, the tumor is associated with metastases, so the prognosis is very poor due to this fact. Regressive melanomas are rare since it represents an advance stage of melanoma evolution. Their treatment requires a collaboration between the dermatologist and the oncologist in order to improve the quality of life of the patient and also the survival rate.

Introduction

Melanoma is a malignant tumor that derives from melanocytes found in the basal layer of the epidermis but also in other organs such as oral and nasal mucosa, uvea, vulvar and anorectal mucosa, brain or gastrointestinal mucosa. Skin is the commonest site of involvement of melanoma. Cutaneous melanoma is the most aggressive skin cancer and a major cause of premature death. Based on epidemiologic studies, melanoma is the sixth most common fatal malignancy in USA and the second most common cancer in women aged between 20 and 29 years. Moreover, it is considered that, in the future, almost one million of new melanomas will be diagnosed every year in USA (1-3).

Melanoma risk factors include ultraviolet light radiation from the sunlight but also from artificial sources of lights such as tanning beds, history of sunburns in childhood or adolescence, the number of congenital and acquired nevi and genetic susceptibility or a family history of melanoma. Regarding ultraviolet light radiation, melanoma developing risk is associated with UV level and particularly UV-B, in case of sunlight exposure or UV-A artificial light (3-6).

Regressive melanoma is a phenomenon characterized by partial or complete replacement of cutaneous melanoma by fibrotic structures as a result of local host immune response (7).

Regarding the histologic criteria there is still no standard definition of histopathologic aspects in regression of primary melanoma. The histologic findings include variably dense mononuclear infiltrate, melanophages, dermal fibrosis, epidermal attenuation and dense vascularity in dermis. These histologic changes are also seen in the absence of clinical regression (8,9).

Some authors have classified regression in three stages: Early stage of regression characterized by mononuclear inflammatory cell infiltrate with mature lymphocytes and keratinocyte and disruption of the dermal layer; the intermediate stage with near complete absence of melanocytes, the presence of melanophages, lymphohistiocytic infiltrate, fibroblastic
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proliferation, mild collagen deposition and increased vascular pattern in the superficial dermal layer; and the late stage described as a lesion with complete absence of melanocytes, fibrosis in the superficial/papillary dermis, ectatic capillaries, variable numbers of melanophages and a small number of inflammatory cells (10).

A rare case of regressive melanoma in a 62-year-old female patient with no other general symptoms before the admission to our clinic is presented.

**Case report**

We present the case of a 62-year-old female patient who was referred to our clinic with a depigmented skin lesion with areas of brown/black pigment in the middle, located on the left cheek. The patient could not tell when the lesion first appeared, but she confirmed the presence of a nodular hyperpigmented lesion on the left cheek that started to bleed two years ago after a local trauma. The depigmentation started three months earlier.

The clinical examination revealed a cutaneous 7/2 cm asymmetric patch with large pink discolorations and a central nodular, fibrotic pigmented area (Fig. 1). No ulceration, crusting or active bleeding was seen.

The general examination revealed multiple cervical lymphadenopathy with the largest one measuring ~3/2 cm. The lymph nodes were non-tender, firm in consistency, mobile and some were matted together. Skin in the cervical area was normal, with no sign of infiltration, inflammation or infection. No other lymph nodes were detected by clinical examination.

The dermoscopic examination revealed a massive depigmentation and a central dark black pigmented area with blue veil and scar-like depigmentation, and multiple dark brown ‘pepper-like’ dots in the middle of this structure (Fig. 2).

Due to its significant extension, it was decided to perform a skin biopsy from the middle of the lesion in order to encompass both pink depigmented area and dark-brown pigmented skin.

The histologic examination revealed infiltrated nodular dermal tissue with intense pigmented melanophages, dermal fibrosis, vascular hyperplasia and flat epidermal layer. The histopathologic changes correspond to the diagnosis of regressive melanoma. The immunohistochemistry tests with Giemsa counterstain on formalin fixed, paraffin embedded tissue sections were negative for Melan A and Tyrosinase presence in dermal cellular infiltrate and positive for S-100 in dispersed dendritic cells. It was also observed that D2-40 was positive in the lymphatic endothelium and did not show the presence of lymphatic tumor emboli while CD68 was positive in dermal cellular infiltrate. The data supported the diagnosis of regressive melanoma.

CT examination was performed revealing multiple lymph node metastases together with lung and brain metastases. The brain metastases were located supratentorial in both cerebral hemispheres with axial diameter of 46/37 mm in right fronto-parietal area and 36/35 mm in left frontal area, being spontaneous and hyperdense (probably a bleeding process). No bones metastases were seen.

Due to the advance stage of the disease, the patient was admitted to the oncological department for palliative treatment.

**Discussion**

Regression is a phenomenon that occurs as a result of host immune response that attacks the primary melanocytic tumor cells through lymphocytes determining a fibrotic process. The mechanism of regression occurs in 35% of skin melanomas. Few cases of fully regressive melanomas are described in the literature. Regarding the metastatic sites, brain is the commonest with an incidence of 91% in cutaneous melanoma due to the capacity of tumoral cells to migrate along the external surfaces of vascular channels without extravasation (11). The majority of regressive melanomas were described after the occurrence of metastases, being one of the reasons that regression is considered to be a negative prognostic factor in melanoma (12).

There are some clinical studies that observed the immunological mechanism implied in regressive phenomenon. It is well known that cytotoxic T-cell response has an integral role in the regression process of melanomas. Other molecules were also identified in this process. A study outlined the high expression of MxA which was found in inflamed melanoma.
MxA is an antiviral protein induced by type I interferon. Interferon also induces chemokine IP10/CXCL10, CXCR3+ lymphocyte and granzyme B+ lymphocytes. Collectively this evidence demonstrated that cytotoxic immune response is implied in spontaneous regression of melanoma (13). Another study showed the involvement of cytotoxic immune response through the correlation between expression of ICAM-1 and CD8+ cells near tumor cells (14). The role of interferon is sustained by the studies that confirmed the appearance of regressive changes of melanomas after the treatment with α interferon (15-18).

Regarding the dermoscopic changes in regressive melanoma, Bories et al (19) proposed seven criteria: ‘Scar-like’ depigmentation that can be described as hypopigmented to pigmented macules, pink macules, linear-irregular vessels, globular vessel pattern, hyperpigmented macular remnants, blue-gray ‘peppered’ papular remnants and white transverse bands.

The diagnosis of regressive melanoma is the same as for primary cutaneous melanoma and set after histologic examination on hematoxylin and eosin staining (20). Immunohistochemical test can also help differentiate between benign and malignant tumor.

The management of regressive melanoma depends on Breslow’s thickness (the length from the granulosum stratum of epidermis to the deepest margin of the tumor), number of mitosis per square millimeter and ulceration, all helping to establish the tumor stage and appropriate therapeutic management.

The authors consider that patient with fully or partially regressive cutaneous melanoma should have the same diagnosis and treatment management as primary cutaneous melanoma (21-25).

In conclusion, regressive process of melanoma is a rare phenomenon that is usually noticed after the onset of visceral metastases. The immune mechanism is unclear but is considered that cytotoxic T-cell response is part of the regressive process. The prognosis of regressive melanomas is poor, mainly because most of them are associated with lymph nodes or organ metastases. We outlined this case because the patient was referred to dermatology unit due to the pink macule and not for general symptoms. The general examination showed the advance stage of the disease due to numerous cervical adenopathy and their tendency towards confluence. The brain CT showed cerebral metastases, so no curative treatment could be offered.
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